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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women! Click your END Key as I just put lots of pic on end of
this web!
CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 "The sun is God" Marriageable Mary is the
Inspiration + Greg the Generator of Windmills via "Animal
Farm" Cheerleading Women are the Super Gravity that will
get humanity 1,001 Nobles in Medicine a Year!
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
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Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 "The sun insinuates its Proton of light, a hadron
composed of three quark.. and the generation of gravity yet
to be discovered are invented by God" New "Quark Sun + Stars
Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper than the Master
Minds who built the Hubble... grin. And better than the 1,000
Times idea from Colorado idiots! "Telescopes in on the
Quarks" so this would be a Advancement in "Vision 1,000
Times Sharper Minds" for the Next Generation of Space
Telescopes. IBM's Scanning Electron Microscope can see a
Atom. Now we need a "Quark Space Telescope" that can see
the Quarks in the Sun and Stars!!
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 The Sun is God and Mary is Marriageable if you
use her Godsent Inspiration to Generate "Windmills" via
"Animal Farm" that got the ElectricWindmillFord Escort in
1980. Suppressed by 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who now
drive into a head on collison with no Laser Guidance and
face Eternal Damnation for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust
Holocaust II Era. Hitlers Swiss + French Banks have $777
Trillion in gas station hold up money.
2-27-2015 The Sun is God + the NY Times published the story
God is Dead... this is how we learn to kill. Kerry + MeCain
teach the next generation in Elementary Schools like Sandy
Hook to Kill... this NY Times Story is on the web today. "How
We Learned to Kill" By TIMOTHY KUDO NY Times Bombs would
drop, Marines would fire and artillery would blanket hills
with explosions. In the madness of war, I saw that taking a
life could be banal. each day we would kill his soldiers or his
soldiers would kill our Marines. The longer I lived among
the Afghans, the more I realized that neither the Taliban
nor we were fighting for the reasons I expected. Despite the
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nor we were fighting for the reasons I expected. Despite the
rhetoric I internalized from the newspapers back home
about why we were in Afghanistan, I ended up fighting for
different reasons once I got on the ground — a mix of loyalty
to my Marines, habit and the urge to survive. $777 Trillion
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. NY Times kills... 55 Story HQ
Building in NYC is motive for the NY Times. 155 Story Yale
New Haven Medical School is the motive for the 4 MD Womens
Coup on the NY Times and for course a War Crimes Trial on
the Front Page of the NY Times.
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/01/opinion/sunday/howwe-learned-to-kill.html?
hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=c-column-topspan-region®ion=c-column-top-span-region&WT.nav=ccolumn-top-span-region&_r=0
The madness of war is that while this system is in place to kill
people, it may actually be necessary for the greater good. We
live in a dangerous world where killing and torture exist
and where the persecution of the weak by the powerful is
closer to the norm than the civil society where we get our
Starbucks.
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 The Sun is God and Mary is out for "Blood" in who
has syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, STD's... NY Times must publish
how many NY Times Jorunalists have these terrible diseases
and how many "Mary's" women they gave them to. Apple must
have a caller id that pops up all STD's and # of sex partners.
This is Holocaust III at the NY Times for failure to do this
front page story to save Women from STD's and terrible
diseases given to them by Men. U.S. Push for Abstinence in
Africa Is Seen as Failure Against H.I.V. By DONALD G. McNEIL
Jr. NY Times The government’s $1.3 billion program to stop
HIV infection in Africa is not cost effective, a new study by a
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HIV infection in Africa is not cost effective, a new study by a
Stanford student shows.
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 The Sun is God and Mary is out for "Blood..." 1984
II Numb Nuts sexually abused 60K people, Verizon, Comcast,
GE, Moslem Comfort Women... and Google has it all on
YouTube Videos with the Saudi SWF sex slaves... "British
Hospital Ignored Sexual Abuse Complaints Against Jimmy
Savile, Inquiry Finds" By STEPHEN CASTLE NY Times A report
on the Stoke Mandeville hospital found that Mr. Savile, a TV
host, abused 60 people there as officials ignored complaints.
2-27-2015 The Sun is God and Mary is out for "Blood..."
Homeland Security Top Brass know they could have saved
her life but the easy life with big pay perks is for suppressing
the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era. Escort women to not
being killed in a small town in Missouri... "Gunman Kills 7
in Tiny Missouri Town" By RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA and JOHN
ELIGON 23 minutes ago NY Times. The suspect, who was found
dead after the shootings, is believed to have killed his
victims in four different homes in Tyrone, Mo.
Jewish Widows in Black + White Stripes with the Biggest
Smile, I can read their MIND, they want the 1,001 Nobels a
year in... medicine and to see Aliens their Lifetime, Aliens,
can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and she
helped Greg bring them to Earth.

2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
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2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 "The sun is God" Marriageable Mary the
Inspiration + Greg the Generator of Windmills via "Animal
Farm" Cheerleading Women are the Super Gravity that will
get humanity 1,001 Nobles in Medicine a Year!
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 Proton–proton chain reaction is one of several
fusion reactions by which stars convert hydrogen to helium.
The proton–proton chain dominates in stars the size of the
Sun or smaller. liquid helium is produced at -269 °C -452 °F
and Apple can put this in a vacuume around your iPhone 6
plus battery to make the battery last 100 days... maybe, grin.
2-27-2015 Turner died in the house of his lover Sophia
Caroline Booth in Cheyne Walk in Chelsea on 19 December
1851, and is said to have uttered the last words "The sun is
God". I told Mary the Sun will get more "GodSent" inventions
from Mary's inspirational powers + Gregs ability to find the
"Windmills" in the goings on in the Sun + Stars!
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia on the Proton +
Sun goings on does not brainstorm at all about GRAVITY in
the Sun. What generated Gravity... so think about this every
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the Sun. What generated Gravity... so think about this every
second of the day and you might get a "Windmill" discovery
+ a Nobel, grin. 90% of cases are caused by exposure to
ultraviolet radiation from the sun. This exposure increases
the risk of all three main types of skin cancer. The Proton of
light is a hadron composed of three quarks, two up quarks
and one down quark. Gluon fields that bind the quarks
together as they spin. The molecules of Sunscreen absorb
high-energy ultraviolet protons and release the energy as
lower-energy rays, thereby preventing the skin-damaging
ultraviolet rays from reaching the DNA in your skin as it
divides into another skin cell trillion of times a day.
2-27-2015 "The sun is God"
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 "The sun is God"
2-27-2015 Apple need R&D billions to figure out a way to put
this Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 14-core, 28-thread processors
running at 2.6GHz. Also on board was the Intel C612 Express
chipset and 64 GB of DDR4 2,133MHz memory, into the Apple
MacBook Air + Pro along with the built in iPhone 007 Spy.
2-27-2015 New Space Telescope Tech Could Be 1,000 Times
Sharper Than Hubble
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
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2-27-2015 Yale News THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1985
Plumbers from the University’s Physical Plant report that
asbestos can be found “all over Yale,” most notably in steam
pipes and dining hall ceilings. Sounds like Yale Engineering
lost a Noble Invention in the "Asbestos Air Filter".
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 By Stephanie Rogers Yale Campus News Staff
Reporter On Monday, students in the Yale Center for
Engineering Innovation and Design displayed rockets,
telescopes and rovers to kick off Yale’s third annual
Engineers Week. The week includes discussions about Women
in STEM, an undergraduate organization exposition, a
career panel and a Google information session, among
others. This year, the week is hosted for the first time by the
new undergraduate organization Catalyst at Yale, which
acts as an umbrella organization for many undergraduate
engineering organizations. According to Isabella
Quagliato, the program manager at the Yale School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences, past Engineers Weeks were
led by graduate students or administration officials like
herself. Student organizer Catherine Brock ’16, who had not
heard of Engineers Week until she began organizing the
programming, said that in past years, those running the
week had difficulty reaching out to students
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
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"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!! Commissioner Mark Rossi calls
the fees "pretty high," and is concerned that Key West is going
to get stuck with a lot of unpaid tabs. Rossi said he sees
ambulances making calls all the time on Duval Street, where
he owns a complex of businesses. He knows that often they
arrive only to be turned away, known as a non-revenue run.
"You're running your equipment to a person who's going to
refuse service. Who pays for that?" Rossi asked fire
department heads at the Feb. 18 meeting at Old City Hall.
No ambulance transport means no fees charged, Perez said.
BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The City
of Key West is a month away from moving emergency
medical services in-house via the fire department and still
needs to decide what to charge. "We have a time frame here,"
said City Commissioner Tony Yaniz. "By April 1, we must be
on the horse." Proposed rates start at $14.50 per mile, which
would be the highest mileage rate in the Florida Keys and
more than Broward County charges. A "basic life support"
(BLS) call would cost $600; an "advanced life support, level
1" (ALS1) call would cost $750; and an "advanced life
support, level 2" (ALS2) call would cost $950. "This is what I
was scared about in the very beginning," Rossi said. The city
must know how much it could cost when writing off payments
that the uninsured or indigent can't pay for, Rossi and
other commissioners say. Commissioner Billy Wardlow
recommended giving locals a break on EMS fees, which
Mayor Craig Cates said he would support unless it calls for
raising taxes. "The money, we all know, has to come from
somewhere," Cates said.
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 HELL NO WE WON'T GO... get into the New Key West
Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
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Ambulance at $950 a ride!!
2-27-2015 HELL YES... this art hold up will interest Mary the
Artists to solve the crime... grin. In 1990, 13 artworks —
including Rembrandts, a Vermeer and a Manet — were
stolen from the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston.
A quarter-century later, the hunt continues.
"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

"Mary The Goddess of Inspiration in 2015" with her New
"Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times Sharper
than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.

New "Quark; Sun + Stars Space Telescope" 1 Trillion Times
Sharper than the Master Minds who built the Hubble... grin.
2-26-2015 "Kerry Reminds Congress Netanyahu Advised U.S.
to Invade Iraq" By ROBERT MACKEY NY Times Secretary of
State John Kerry recalled that Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of Israel strongly supported the United States’
invasion of Iraq.
2-26-2015 Greg Reminds Kerry More SWF died in Boston of
Stage 4 BC than men in Iraq... Kerry is not looking out for
the 4 MD womens coup! Sadly Kerry... Sadly, One in every
three women undergoing a mastectomy the pain these
women experience can be so severely debilitating that it may
require treatment by a pain specialist and pain killers! Kerry
is a "Killer of Women" in Vietnam + now at the State Dept...
Sadly we wait for the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat who will run
the State Dept as MD Women LiFE Saving our Universe from
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!
Jewish Widows in Black + White Stripes with the Biggest
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Jewish Widows in Black + White Stripes with the Biggest
Smile, I can read their MIND, they want the 1,001 Nobels a
year in... medicine and to see Aliens their Lifetime, Aliens,
can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and she
helped Greg bring them to Earth.

2-26-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!”
2-26-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!”
2-26-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!” She is 429
trillion times brighter than the sun as she is God's best
"Invention!" She will spent the $777 Trillion dollars in gas
station hold up money better than 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators!
L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”

Last quarter, Apple's iPhone took a record 89 percent share of
smartphone operating profits, directly causing another
record for the holiday shopping season: an all-time low for
devices running Google's Android. Google Invention Projects
Search Engine is DOA... Google is a Covert CIA Company not
worth anything!
2-26-2015 Win 10 Black Hole... will kill off 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year again. Apple's iPhone 007 must be built into
the MacBook's Air + Pro with 89 percent share of Notebooks
Sales in 2015. Hemingway House Writing Class iApps + 1,001
Invention Projects in Every Chapter, Grin. Or we will lose
1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year via Bill + Melinda Gates
Hate Crimes against Humanity!
2-26-2015 Gigantic, Ancient Black Hole 12 Billion Times The
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2-26-2015 Gigantic, Ancient Black Hole 12 Billion Times The
Mass Of Sun Puzzles Scientists... This black hole — technically
known as SDSS J010013.02+280225.8, or J0100+2802 for
short — is not only the most massive quasar ever seen in the
early universe but also the most luminous. It is about 429
trillion times brighter than the sun.
2-26-2015 Gigantic, Ancient Black Hole 12 Billion Times The
Mass Of Sun not part of the Yale “Grand Strategy” class
yesterday... stern reprimand from MD professors who want to
win the Race for the Cure this Year! Yale Student News didn't
write exactly what was in the “Grand Strategy” class, did
they leave out a Rx for Stage 4, of course they did. Well
another stern reprimand from MD professors!
February 25th, 2015 | Yale Cross Campus Thursday XC |
2.26.2015 By The Yale Daily News Terrible strategy. Yesterday,
students in the infamous, highly selective, fiercely
competitive and all-access “Grand Strategy” class received a
stern reprimand from professor Jeremy Friedman for not …
writing their names on their work.
2-26-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!” Liliane
Bettencourt her real-life drama, set in an Art Moderne
mansion in Neuilly-sur-Seine, an exclusive town west of
Paris. She could have seen the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical
School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure from Seine! Today
Liliane has Rx's for 52 pills a day from French MD's. So she
knows the worth, value, inspiration of MD's. French panel of
Judges had no wandering thoughts of building a 155 Story
Yale Paris Med School until they read this web tomorrow,
grin. Paris Elite have spent $777 Trillion on Oil Wars in All
of Africa. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year has never been an
iApp from Apple workers in Paris. A New French Revolution
should of happened years ago. L’Oréal HQ in Paris. Can
inspire everyone there to invent a "Love Potion" Perfume!
L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”
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2-26-2015 400 Prefabricated 155 Story Yale Paris New Haven
Medical Schools built on a Eiffel Tower Structure! 1 Trillion
ElectricWindmillFord Escorts at the same time these are
under construction, 40K Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines for
the Amazon Tree Top Harvest + North Sea Fishing. All fueled
by 1 Trillion made in the USA at NASA cans of liquid H
@ -254 C with liquid Oxygen for the 747 Commercial Space
Plane Flights at 20K MPH for 15 minutes, grin!
2-26-2015 400 Prefabricated 155 Story Yale Paris New Haven
Medical Schools built on a Eiffel Tower Structure!
L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”

2-26-2015 400 Prefabricated 155 Story Yale Paris New Haven
Medical Schools built on a Eiffel Tower Structure. Super State
of the Arts, Laser Guided, Motion Detection, 24/7 cameras
follow you from classroom to classroom. Electricity never goes
out, water is cleaner as the atoms of liquid H + O in cans.
Micro-Apartments, Tiny Homes in the 155 Story Medical
School are Prefabricated in Brooklyn Steel Making Plant will
last longer than the Saint Peters in the Vatican. No Waste
Management trash truck will ever wake you at 4 am 7 days a
week, grin! Moveable Home, Classroom, OR's, ER, on the same
floor for sure. 110" Big Screen Monitors fit perfectly. How do
you put one out in the trash can, they will invent this! Grin!

L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”

2-26-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!” spirit of a
well-worn L’Oréal slogan: “Because I’m worth it”? real-life
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well-worn L’Oréal slogan: “Because I’m worth it”? real-life
drama, set in an Art Moderne mansion in Neuilly-sur-Seine,
an exclusive town west of Paris. - - - 155 STORY EIFFEL TOWER
STRUCTURE THE YALE PARIS MEDICAL SCHOOL - - - The trial
ended on Wednesday, and a panel of judges said it would
announce its verdict on May 28, 2015 VERDICT TO BUILD
THE - - - 155 STORY EIFFEL TOWER STRUCTURE THE YALE
PARIS MEDICAL SCHOOL - - - Mrs. Bettencourt’s fortune at
more than $40 billion, making her the second-wealthiest
woman in the world. $40 BILLION WILL BUILD THE - - - 155
STORY EIFFEL TOWER STRUCTURE THE YALE PARIS MEDICAL
SCHOOL - - - The woman, Liliane Bettencourt, the 92-yearold heir to the L’Oréal cosmetics fortune, lives in the
secluded mansion in the shadows of memory — too frail and
deaf to attend the trial. dementia and a daily medical
regimen of 56 pills, including antidepressants, also invited
exploitation. And investigators contend that the schemes
were so widespread that they included a political scandal
involving a former finance minister seeking cash for the
2007 presidential campaign of Nicolas Sarkozy. - - - 155
STORY EIFFEL TOWER STRUCTURE THE YALE PARIS MEDICAL
SCHOOL - - - FRENCH PRESIDENTS ARE MASS MURDERERS VIA
POISON GASOLINE EXHAUST HOLOCAUST II. ALL FRENCH
PRESIDENTS WHO SUPPRESSED THE ELECTRICWINDMILLFORD
ESCORT FROM 1980 TO 2015 FOR $777 TRILLION. A
photographer who gained the largest share of her fortune. At
one point, investigators estimated that share to be about a
billion euros, or $1.13 billion, in gifts during 20 years of
friendship ending in 2010. Also on trial are Mr. Banier’s
longtime companion, Martin d’Orgeval, 41; Mrs.
Bettencourt’s former wealth manager, Patrice de Maistre;
and an 81-year-old notary, Jean-Michel Normand, who
certified, with misgivings, Mrs. Bettencourt’s decision to
make Mr. Banier her sole heir. 2007 in which Mrs.
Bettencourt’s husband, André Bettencourt, died. - - - 155
STORY EIFFEL TOWER STRUCTURE THE YALE PARIS MEDICAL
SCHOOL - - - signature with one “t” missing from Mrs.
Bettencourt’s name, he said she had been in a terrible mood
and had wanted to do it quickly. Molière and a 1947 play by
Jean Genet about maids plotting against their rich
employer. Mrs. Bettencourt’s wealth adviser about the
finances for a private island in the Seychelles. They were the
FIRED petit personnel,” Mr. Dupin said. But for the sake of
Mrs. Bettencourt, he said, they showed courage and were
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Mrs. Bettencourt, he said, they showed courage and were
“the principal adversaries who could no longer tolerate
abuse.” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat “Because I’m worth it”
“Because I deserve it” “Because I can Inspire it!!”
L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”

Published today in the journal PAIN. One in every three
women undergoing a mastectomy could potentially be
spared chronic post-operative pain if anesthesiologists used a
regional anesthetic technique in combination with
standard care, according to a new study. Sadly, One in
every three women undergoing a mastectomy the pain these
women experience can be so severely debilitating that it may
require treatment by a pain specialist and pain killers!
Standard care for mastectomies is a general anesthetic,
whereby anesthesiologists use gas to keep the patient asleep
and narcotics to control pain. Up to 60 per cent of women
may experience chronic pain three months after they've had
the surgery and at least half of those will still suffer from this
pain one year later. "Sadly, the pain these women experience
can be so severely debilitating that it may require treatment
by a pain specialist and pain killers," said Dr. Faraj
Abdallah, lead author of the study and an anesthesiologist
at St. Michael's Hospital. The regional anesthetic technique
Dr. Abdallah examined when added to standard care called ultrasound-guided paravertebral blocks- is similar to
a dental freeze. Trained anesthesiologists use a local
anesthetic to freeze nerves in the breast area. Paravertebral
blocks allow excellent pain control immediately after
surgery and help with long-term pain reduction. "Six months
after breast cancer surgery, we found that women who
received paravertebral blocks immediately before their
mastectomies had more than 50 per cent lower risk of
developing chronic pain compared to those who received
standard care," said Dr. Abdallah, who is also an assistant
professor in the Department of Anesthesia at the University of
Toronto. The study, published today in the journal PAIN
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L’Oréal Paris “Because I’m worth it” “Because I deserve it”
“Because I can Inspire it!!”

2-25-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Futuristic 747 Fueled by
liquid H + O flies from JFK into Orbit for 15 mins at 20K MPH
is one Futuristic Changing of the Old Guard. 1984 III MD
Women will bring up to this speed all girls 16 to 25. Bus them
all into a Medical school every week with the $777 Trillion
"Limo Money"... Women are very used to bleeding throughout
their lives; it’s not always regular and is interrupted by
pregnancy, for example, or the contraceptive pill. They do
not always recognize abnormal bleeding for what it is,
mistaking abnormal bleeding for, say, onset of menopause.
Women are often reluctant to talk about bleeding; a 2014
survey of women aged 16 to 25 found that many lack even
the language to talk about gynecological health,8 resorting
to euphemism such as “lady bits”. Crimes Against Women by
the 1984 II Numb Nuts will come out fast as 747's will fly into
Orbit at 20K MPH when they stop using Jet Fueled GE Engines.
Gravity Engine is next. Girls 16 to 25 iTunes Tunes Lyrics
brainwash them into “lady bits”. Dr. Nancy would say let me
write the lyrics for Paul McCartney, Madonna, Gaga. grin.
Dr. Turner Movie paints this for girls 16 to 25 in a London
Gallery, grin. Rated MD. Movies need a MD rating for girls 16
to 25.
2-25-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Futurist duodenoscope
iApps for HER iPhone 007 Spy...

"The sun is God" ...Gravity... Mary... Women!
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"The sun is God" ...Gravity... Mary... Women! SUV 110 invented
to SUV 1,010 overkill Mary would say!
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... Dr. Dunn and Mr. Routh’s lawyers used Mr. Kyle’s
own words to strengthen their point. As Mr. Routh sat in the
back seat of Mr. Kyle’s truck on the drive to the range, Mr.
Kyle sent a text message to Mr. Littlefield, who sat next to
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Kyle sent a text message to Mr. Littlefield, who sat next to
him in the passenger seat, writing, “This dude is straight-up
nuts.” Mr. Littlefield responded with a text of his own, asking
Mr. Kyle to “watch my six,” military parlance for “watch my
back.” Dr. Dunn described the texts as “compelling
evidence.”
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... 19K SWF said this before they are murdered in 2015.
I write 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators as Mr. Kyle the American
Sniper would text and write on this web page our 1984 II
Dictators are "Nuts." 4 MD women will write this up in the
New England Journal of Medicine after the 1984 III Coup.
MD's in charge of the New England Journal of Medicine
Today know our 1984 II Dictators are "Nuts" but are scared
to death of them!
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... Kerry, McCain... apology to women enslaved in
brothels in 2015 for Navy Seals, Marines, American Snipers in
a $777 Trillion dollar War for Oil Money $$$ "Nuts!"
"Politician Urges Japan’s Premier to Stand by World War II
Apologies" By MARTIN FACKLER NY Times Yohei Kono, who as
chief cabinet secretary issued a landmark apology to women
enslaved in brothels, said Prime Minister Shinzo Abe must
not yield to revisionist pressure from Oil Men, Yale + Harvard
men who enslave women in New Haven + Boston Brothels
Today.
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
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D'Etat...
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... Yale's Kerry Telling it like it is Escaping the North
Korea WW III Nuclear War Era in Earth History. History Dept.
at Yale Telling it like it will be after the Nuclear War With
North Korea... and the Cost $$$$$$$ of Trillions. Yale Campus
News Today. Telling it like it is. Tonight, Yale for North
Korean Human Rights will host three North Korean defectors
at an event tonight in LC 101, where they will tell their own
stories of life in and escaping from the North Korean regime.
Getting information straight from the source is the only way.
Flash Forward in this Movie a Sony War Movie for the
Pentagon. After the Nuclear War WW III with North Korea
will have Japan Nukes... flash back and Today in Japan.
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... YALE University THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1965 A
group of Yale professors gathers to discuss the University’s
standards for tenure after three history of art professors are
dismissed shortly before qualifying. Mr. Turner the Movie
needed some Flash Forwards to his Art Gallery in London
Today. Era of working 24/7 painting I tried to get Mary to
write a page with me after the Movie. She wanted to know
why no Sir Mr. Turner. I said he was painting not having tea
with the Queen and she got MAD as Hell and didn't make
him a Sir. Like Sir McCartney, grin. I plan on working 24/7
and told Mary. She Smiled. At the end or the Movie... Did Mr.
Turner say "The Sun is God" or "The Sun is Gold" sound
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Turner say "The Sun is God" or "The Sun is Gold" sound
production in this movie was not state of the arts so everyone
could make out what he said. Gossip from the womens room,
grin. Turner died in the house of his lover Sophia Caroline
Booth in Cheyne Walk in Chelsea on 19 December 1851, and
is said to have uttered the last words "The sun is God". I told
Mary the Sun will get more "GodSent" inventions from Mary's
inspirational powers on Gregs ability to find the "Windmills"
in the goings on in the Sun + Stars!
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... Drunk Drivers 1,000,000 under our 1984 II Numb
Nuts dictators... 1980 to 2015 suppression of the state of the
arts ElectricWindmillFord Escort no DRUNKS can drive it of
course both suppressed by Kerry + McCain killing 100's of
thousands in LA, Paris, Rome, Vatican, Moscow... how "Nuts"
are your 1984 II Dictators... read this Key West Fiery Crash...
1,001 Fiery Cop Cars have been fire bombed by Bush too.
Driver gets 10 years for deadly crash
BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com A
Miami man charged with manslaughter in a fiery head-on
crash in Islamorada that killed a woman was sentenced to
a decade in prison Tuesday. Didier Kichner Miles, 26,
pleaded guilty to DUI manslaughter, DUI with serious bodily
injury, two counts of DUI with property damage and one
count of leaving the scene of an accident as part of a plea
agreement with prosecutors. Circuit Judge Luis Garcia then
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agreement with prosecutors. Circuit Judge Luis Garcia then
sentenced Miles to 10 years in state prison followed by five
years probation. Miles was also ordered to complete DUI
School, complete 50 hours of community service -- 10 hours of
which must be speaking at schools regarding the dangers of
drinking and driving -- a 10-day vehicle impoundment,
consume no alcohol while under supervision and pay
restitution to the victims, said State Attorney Catherine
Vogel. Miles drivers license was also permanently revoked.
"This was a terrible tragedy," Vogel said. "This young man
was friends with the victim and her family. This is an
example of how dangerous it is to drink and drive." Assistant
State Attorneys Demetrios Efstratiou and Erika Isidron
prosecuted the case. Kristine Marie Rivera, 22, a passenger in
the car Miles was driving, was killed in the crash. Florida
Highway Patrol described the deadly May 2013 crash and
the events leading up to it as follows: Rivera initially was
driving a Honda Element and rear-ended another Honda
at Mile Marker 85.1, south of Snake Creek Bridge. Miles
reportedly offered the other driver cash, but it was declined.
So they left, with Miles now driving the Element. He
reportedly sideswiped another vehicle while leaving that
scene. Miles continued north over the bridge and into
Islamorada, where he apparently lost control and hit a taxi,
which caught fire. Responding law enforcement officers
quelled the blaze. Taxi driver Charles Akullian was seriously
injured in the crash. Both Rivera and Miles were airlifted to
Miami. He later turned himself into law enforcement. U.S. 1
was closed for five hours in both directions while troopers
worked to clear multiple crash scenes.

2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators look into the purse of the 1984
III Women MD Dictators and find $777 Trillion to send
adult dancers to a Medical School. Yale Key West Med School
never thought of being built by our 1984 II Numb Nuts!
"Passed-out driver jailed for drugs in purse" CITIZEN STAFF A
Key Largo woman was jailed after she was found passed out
behind the wheel of her running car Monday on Sugarloaf
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behind the wheel of her running car Monday on Sugarloaf
Key with a purse filled with illegal drugs, the sheriff's office
said. When asked why she had all the drugs -- including
morphine, cocaine and oxycodone -- the woman replied, "it
was because her back hurts from being an adult dancer,"
Deputy Becky Herrin said Tuesday. Kayla Gregg, 23, a
stripper who works in Key West, faces five felony charges of
illegal drug possession. A sheriff's office deputy found her car
on the side of the road at about 10:30 a.m. at Mile Marker 15
and knocked on the window to wake her up. Sgt. Ken Fricke
asked for identification and said when Gregg reached into
her purse he saw a plastic bag that appeared to contain
marijuana, according to the sheriff's office. When asked
what was inside the bag, Gregg lifted it from her purse but
brought out another plastic bag with white powder on it,
Fricke reported. The powder tested positive for cocaine and
Gregg was arrested. Inside her purse, Fricke said he found
oxycodone, morphine, Vyvanse -- a type of amphetamine -and Tramadol, marketed as relief for pain. She also had a
smoking pipe, Fricke said. Gregg remained jailed Tuesday in
lieu of $12,000 bond. When found inside the idling Pontiac
Vibe on Monday morning, Gregg was behind the wheel
partially dressed, Fricke said. She had one breast exposed
and her skirt pulled up around her waist, the arrest report
said.
2-25-2015 “This dude is straight-up nuts.” 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat...

Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in JERUSALEM and
the Jewish Widow helped Greg bring them to Earth

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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